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A Kind of Victory:  
Captain Charles Cox and His 
Australian Cavalrymen 
By Craig Wilcox 
  

A Kind of Victory brings to life in words and lavish pictures the high tide of the once-

mighty British Empire and a forgotten turning point in Australia’s military history. Most of 

us only know of Australian military history since the Anzacs—but what happened before 

the First World War? At the time of Federation, when our nation was emerging from the 

British Empire, a group of Australians attempted to become the first British-Australian 

soldiers ... 

  

In 1899, on the eve of the Boer War, Captain Charles Cox from Parramatta took 100 

Australian cavalrymen to train with the British army in England. These military 

apprentices became British soldiers as well as Australian ones. But everything went 

wrong. Publicity got in the way of cavalry drill which, in any case, the Australians were 

allowed to shirk.  

  

The debacle ended with Cox volunteering his little command for the Boer War, with the 

British making him get the consent of his government and his men, and finally with a 

murder on a lonely farm in South Africa. There was no more talk of Australian fighting 

men morphing into colonial members of the British army.  

  

Still, the newspapers said the venture was a brilliant success, that Australians had proved 

themselves natural warriors, that the British Empire was stronger for what happened—all 

of which Australians rejoiced to hear. It was, in the end, a kind of victory. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

You do not have to be interested in military history to enjoy this book. It is a fascinating 

story, made all the more so by the 100+ illustrations, many from Cox's intriguing 

manuscript collection at the National Library —handwritten letters and diary entries, 

formal letters and invitations, paintings, engravings and sketches, photographs, colourful 

sheet music covers, maps, newspaper cuttings, and uniforms—all of which give a 

tremendous sense of Charles Cox’s story and of the times. 
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